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1. Introduction
This is the interim report for the evaluation of Circles South West (CSW). This
evaluation is being conducted to assist CSW in their delivery of Circles of Support and
Accountability (CoSA, or ‘circles’) in the region, to generate findings about the
adaptation of circles for new groups of people, and to fulfil requirements of their funding
arrangements.
Research in Practice (RiP) and Research in Practice for Adults (RiPfA) were
commissioned by CSW to undertake an independent evaluation of the CoSA that they
provide across the South West of England. RiP and RiPfA (henceforth referred to as
solely as ‘Research in Practice’ or ‘RiP’) are parallel organisations, and part of a
charitable trust, which aim to improve the lives of children, families, and adults with care
and support needs. CSW’s aims of reducing child sexual abuse via the reduction of
reoffending fits firmly within this remit, as well as their work to improve outcomes for
adults, including those with intellectual disabilities. RiP has committed to independently
evaluate CSW and support the development of evidence in this field.
In this interim report, we describe the evaluation process so far, emerging findings. The
final report is due in March 2019, and will summarise all evidence collection to date.
‘Circles’ are community-based, restorative interventions which aim to reduce the
likelihood of reoffending for people who have committed sexual offences (Wilson,
Huculak, & McWhinnie, 2002; Wilson & Prinzo, 2002). The intervention typically involves
a group of local volunteers, overseen by a professional coordinator, meeting regularly
with the ex-offender (the ‘core member’ or ‘CM’) over a series of meetings to
address changeable (‘dynamic’) risks to reoffending. The typical period over which circles
are provided is 12-18 months.
Circles South West, an independent charity, affiliated with the national body, Circles UK,
provides circles across the South West of England. The ultimate goal of CSW is for there
to be ‘no more victims’ of sexual abuse. CSW is funded through a combination of
charitable grants and also through the commissioning of circles by local probation and
rehabilitation services.
This evaluation was commissioned as part of a wider programme of funding from the Big
Lottery Fund for CSW to extend their offer of CoSA and adapt the model for use with
three new populations of core members:


Young people: Around a third of child sexual abuse is committed by other
children and young people (Hackett, 2014). Circles South West are providing
circles for young people who have sexually harmed other young people, taking
referrals from multiple local sources, including a secure children’s home.



People with intellectual disabilities: These circles have been adapted to work
with people with IDs who have sexually offended. This includes additional
foundation work with the core member to establish a relationship with them
before work on dynamic risk factors begins.



People who are in prison: These adaptations of standard circles involve
volunteers meeting with the core member before they leave prison, so that the
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group is in place as the core member transitions back into the community. These
circles are being piloted in three prisons; Leyhill, Channings Wood, and Dartmoor.
These new circles represent an innovative evolution in CoSA which acknowledges the
specific needs and complexities in certain sub-populations of offenders. The hope of CSW
in adapting the already well-established CoSA approach, is that these new circles will
increase the likelihood of positive outcomes for core members and enable further
reduction of reoffending in the community.
RiP’s approach to this evaluation is based on our organisational model of evidenceinformed practice, whereby we acknowledge that the most valuable evidence is a blend
of the voices of people who access services, practice wisdom, and academic research. As
such, we have taken an approach guided by the expertise of CSW volunteers, their
leadership team, and circle Coordinators, who helped to develop an evaluation plan
which will guide all future evaluation activity.

Timeframes
The evaluation has run from January 2017 and will complete in March 2019 with a final
report due at the end of this. This timeframe includes some retrospective reporting of
circles that had already begun prior to the evaluation, and the processes already
underway for establishing the new circle types.
The initial phase of the evaluation (2017) primarily involved the development of an
evaluation framework for CSW and a data collection process that could support ongoing
collection of evidence related to circles.
The second phase of the evaluation, currently underway (2018), involves the collation of
available evidence from these tools, and collection of additional primary evidence to
incorporate into our reporting.
The final phase of evaluation (2018-2019) will involve a final collation of available data,
an update of analyses, and interviewing with key stakeholders to assess the impact of
circles across multiple stakeholder groups.

Evaluation questions
The evaluation has set out to answer the following questions, using the methodology
outlined below:
1. How do dynamic risk factors for core members change throughout their circle?
2. To what extent has the circle influenced these changes?
3. What has been the core member’s journey throughout the circle and what has
been the impact on emotional wellbeing and loneliness?
4. What have been key factors in success (and failure) of circles, and what
improvements (if any) can be made?
In order to answer these questions in a methodologically robust way, we first developed
an evaluation framework in partnership with CSW to capture the aims of the organisation
and identify the evidence that would be required.
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2. Evaluation framework
Logic model exercise
The development of a monitoring and evaluation framework and corresponding data collection
tools for CSW has involved a collaborative process with CSW stakeholders. This approach was
intended to ensure that the evidence collected in this evaluation reflects the true objectives of
CSW, as well as being methodologically sound.
The specific steps in this process were as follows:
1. Consultation and service exploration – gaining an understanding of how CSW intend
to achieve their overall goal of ‘No More Victims’.
2. Development of logic models – using a structured logic model template to map the
details of CSWs activities, outputs, outcomes, and impact. This process was facilitated by
Research in Practice and conducted in partnership with CSW staff, management and
coordinators to ensure accuracy and objectivity.
3. Adapting the logic models - reviewing the specific adjustments to logic models
needed for the new pilot circles and finalising the logic models.
4. Reviewing logic models – the models were reviewed and further developed by CSW
volunteers during an interactive session at the annual volunteer conference.
5. A thematic analysis of the logic models – identifying the key themes emerging
across the service mapping exercise and resulting logic models, enabling grouping of key
areas of interest for the evaluation.
6. Developing a framework – using the evidence collected through the consultation and
thematic analysis to write a framework which outlines the key evidence needed to
demonstrate whether CSW are effectively achieving the outcomes and impact they
intend to.
7. Data mapping – gathering an understanding of the data currently available, current
data collection processes, and identifying new data that is needed to provide evidence
against the framework
8. Developing new tools – identifying and / or creating new tools which will effectively
collect the evidence necessary, as well as the supporting infrastructure (e.g. handouts
and databases).
9. Agreeing processes and routine data collection – creating clear guidance for routine
data collection (‘monitoring’) across all circle activities and identifying the key
stakeholders who will enable evidence collection.
The resulting four logic models (for standard circles and the three new pilots), provide a
summary of all of the potential steps that CSW will take to reduce risk of reoffending, necessary
inputs, and the assumptions made when making these decisions.
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These logic models (available in the separate evaluation framework document) have informed
the onward development of evaluation tools, such as questionnaires and topic guides, enabling
us to reflect the intended outcomes of CSW’s work in the evidence we collect.

Framework
Following the logic model exercise and a thematic review of the core components of these
models, we distilled CSWs core processes into the following strategic framework – The ‘No
More Victims’ framework. Although these six headings may not articulate the full extent of
CSWs work, they can be used to group evaluation and help structure the collection of evidence
necessary to demonstrate the impact that CSW are having:

No more victims
1. Capacity – CSW will ensure it has the capacity to continue
providing circles to those who would benefit from them.
2. Relationship and Accountability – Circles will develop
strong, beneficial relationships with core members and hold
them accountable for their actions.
3. Control – Core members will develop control over their
actions, making careful decisions and effectively managing
their thoughts and behaviours.
4. Support – Circles will support core members to improve their
wellbeing and reduce their isolation and risk of reoffending.
5. Restoration and Stability – Core members will engage in
positive activities, build positive relationships, and work on
creating a stable lifestyle for themselves where they do not
revert to dangerous behaviours.
6. Sustainability – CSW will ensure it is able to provide circles
by developing a valued pool of volunteers, securing continued
funding and support, and by building strong relationships
with partners and advocates.

This framework was further expanded upon (Appendix) to help with the development of our
evaluation tools, by identifying the sub-themes for each heading, and the indicators that would
be necessary to measure them.
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3. Methodology
Overall evaluation approach
This is a mixed methods evaluation, combining qualitative evidence captured via interviews,
questionnaires, and submitted evidence; and quantitative evidence captured via routine data
submissions, questionnaires, and organisational records, split into two key parts:


A process evaluation – exploring the process of providing CoSA and establishing new
circles for young people, people in prison, and people with intellectual disabilities.



An outcomes evaluation – investigating changes in dynamic risk for core member
reoffending and effect of circles on these factors.

Process evaluation
This evaluation is collecting evidence to understand what are the key factors in the delivery of
circles, what factors are relevant in the establishment of alternative circles, and variables
related to the ongoing processes involved in addressing risk of core members. This will
incorporate evidence collected via depth interviews with approximately 10 stakeholders, as well
as feedback from core members, circle Coordinators, and volunteers.
We will also be interrogating the processes surrounding the set-up of the three pilot circles with
the aim of collating and clearly summarising the learnings from establishing processes with
young people, those with intellectual disabilities, and those in prison.

Outcomes evaluation
This evaluation aims to further understand how dynamic risk factors of the core members have
changed over the course of their circles. This evaluation involves analysing the changes in
multiple variables associated with the core member over the life of the circle. These variables
have been identified using a combination of the current research literature, as well as the logic
model process outlined above.
The outcomes evaluation looks at available data for all circles provided by CSW, and also as
some additional in-depth case studies of a sample of circles, exploring the changes in core
members over time, as reported by volunteers, coordinators, and the core member themselves.
We are also exploring further relevant risk factors such as wellbeing, loneliness, and social
support. CSW will provide data from all circles delivered between 2017 and 2019 (predicted to
be up to 80 circles), collected using a standardised set of tools (see below).
The benefits of this methodology are two-fold: Firstly, triangulating evidence from multiple
stakeholders creates a more balanced model of evidence collection than has typically been used
for monitoring changes in the lives of core members in the past. This will allow for a comparison
of outcomes as reported from multiple sources rather than the reliance on a single source of
evidence as has previously been the case (as with the standard use of DRRs exclusively).
Secondly, the capacity-strengthening work that will accompany this evaluation in developing a
data collection infrastructure will offer future benefits to the study of recidivism and risk of
reoffending by improving the use and availability of data pertaining to risk within circles
providers.
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Ethics approval
Ethics approval for this evaluation was sought from the HMPPS National Research Committee
(NRC). This approval was given on 15th December 2017 (Ref: 2017-337) – see Appendix. As a
condition of this, all participants gave written, informed consent before their data was shared
with the evaluation team.

Tools
A series of ‘tools’ (such as questionnaires and interview guides) were used to collect the
evidence required by the framework, outlined above. Some of these are new tools, designed by
RiP; others are validated tools from previous literature (e.g. psychometric scales); and some
have previously been used by CSW (such as the Dynamic Risk Review – ‘DRR’). Table 1
provides an outline of the tools used by the evaluation and descriptions of these.

Table 1: Data collection tools
Tool

New
tool?

Routine Data Collection

No

Dynamic Risk Review
(and adaptations)

No

UCLA Loneliness Scale
(short) (Hughes, Waite,
Hawkley, & Cacioppo,
2004)
Short Warwick and
Edinburgh Mental
Wellbeing Scale
(SWEMWBS) (StewartBrown et al., 2011)
MOS Social Support
Questionnaire
(emotional and
informational support
subset) (Sherbourne &
Stewart, 1991)

CM Questionnaire

Description
Routine core member information gathered at start and end of
circles, including demographics, offending history, prior
intervention history, any reasons for the circle ending
prematurely, changes in static factors during the course of the
circle. This will be collected for every core member at the start
(0 months) and end (approximately 12 months) of their circle.
A MoJ approved tool, endorsed by circles UK, based on the
dynamic risk factors identified in the Structured Assessment of
Risk and Need (SARN, HM Prison Service, 2005), which will be
administered at the beginning, mid-point (approximately 6
months) and end (approximately 12 months) of the circles.
Variations of the standard DRR have been developed by CSW
for use with ID and Young Person circles.

Yes

A short version of the validated UCLA loneliness scale,
developed in 2004, which asks three questions to give a
numerical measure of self-reported loneliness.

Yes

A validated, self-reported measure of mental wellbeing; this will
be collected in parallel with the DRR.

Yes

A subset of the questions on the MOS Social Support Survey
Instrument, developed in partnership with RAND in the 1990s.
Eight questions provide a numerical measure of emotional and
informational (i.e. ability to gain information from others)
support.

Yes

A series of questions developed by Research in Practice to
gather evidence directly from core members against the CSW
Monitoring and Evaluation Framework. Questions have been
specifically designed to capture evidence against the
framework’s indicators.
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Coordinator
questionnaire

Yes

Parent / Carer
questionnaire

Yes

Volunteer Questionnaire

Yes

Interviews

Yes

A bespoke questionnaire which mirrors the DRR and core
member questionnaire; triangulating measures against the
coordinators professional interpretation of the circle's progress.
For the young person circles, additional evidence will be
gathered from parents/carers.
Collects outcomes and process data related to the training and
support volunteers have received, their relationship with the
core member, perceived changes in the core member's risk,
reasons for the circle ending, and future intentions for
volunteering. This will be collected for all circles (~80).
Interviews with key stakeholders, conducted by Research in
Practice, to gain an in-depth understanding and case study
evidence about CSW, the pilots, processes, and outcomes.

Table 2 shows how each collects evidence against the framework, and Figure 1 shows what
evidence is collected and when throughout the journey of a core member through CSW. Data
collection tools are collected routinely by CSW as part of their standard provision of circles,
anonymised by someone from CSW, and then sent to RiP.

Table 2: How data collection tools collect evidence against the overarching
framework themes
Framework theme
Tool
Routine Data Collection

Capacity

Relat. &
Acc.

Control

X

Dynamic Risk Review (and
adaptations)

X

X

Support

Rest. &
Stab.

Sust.

X

X

X

X

X

UCLA Loneliness Scale

X

Short Warwick and
Edinburgh Mental Wellbeing
Scale

X

MOS Social Support
Questionnaire

X

CM Questionnaires

X

X

X

X

Coordinator questionnaire

X

X

X

X

Parent / Carer
questionnaire

X

X

X

X

Volunteer Questionnaire

X

X

Interviews

X

X
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X
X

X

X

X

Figure 1: Data collection process for circles

Referred
to CSW

Approved
for circle

Routine
data

Circle
starts

Review 0
(prison
only)

CM
selfreport

Review 1
(start)

Review 2
(mid)

Review 3
(end)

End of
circle

DRR

DRR

DRR

Routine
data

CM
selfreport

CM
selfreport

CM
selfreport

Coordinator

Coordinator

Coordinator

Parent
/ carer

Parent
/ carer

Parent
/ carer

Volunteer
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Interpreting the data
As highlighted above, data have been collected using multiple tools in order to capture
the complexity of circles, individual outcomes, and the various stakeholders involved in
recording outcomes for core members.
Analysing data from so many different sources presents challenges to evaluation, some
of which are further covered in the limitations section below. For instance, a concept
such as ‘risk of reoffending’ is made up of various different factors (both static and
dynamic) and its measurement can often be subjective when predicting future
consequences (Beech, Fisher, & Thornton, 2003). Therefore, a sensible approach is to
take multiple measurements, from multiple viewpoints rather than a single measure.
This is how the design of this evaluation was approached, resulting in data for each circle
at multiple time points, using multiple tools, and from multiple stakeholders.
In order to analyse these data, we have built an overall view of ‘risk of reoffending’ from
different angles. This does, however, involve some degree of simplification so that CSW
can be evaluated overall and to give a wider picture of outcomes achieved. However, to
retain the value of capturing risk from different groups we have taken two approaches to
analysing risk:
1. Where each ‘tool’ is treated independently: Here, tools or questionnaires,
such as the DRR, the core member self-reported questionnaire, the coordinator
questionnaire, etc. are all given a normalised score (out of 100), and this score is
compared at the start, middle, and end of the circle. This separates risk scores
based on who has reported them (e.g. the core member, the coordinator, or the
volunteers); however this means that some scores are more complex (i.e. made
up of more risk factors, such as the DRR) than others (such as the UCLA
loneliness scale).
2. Where each outcome is treated independently: In these analyses, all
questions related to ‘loneliness’, ‘wellbeing’, ‘social support’, etc. across all tools
are given a normalised score (out of 100), and this score is compared at the
start, middle, and end of the circle. This creates a balanced (i.e. different peoples’
views) score of risk across different risk factors and outcomes, however scores
might be biased by variance in different stakeholders perceptions (i.e. does a
core member see themselves as being as lonely as the volunteer perceives them
to be).

Data are collated in tables compiled by a Coordinator at CSW and then securely
transferred to RiP. Analysis involves cleaning the data tables, and then creating a
normalised score for all relevant scoring variables (e.g. those with numeric or categorical
answers), where 0 = lowest risk and 100 = highest risk, based on the lowest and
highest possible score for each question.
This normalised score enables comparison across different tools where there are
different numbers of questions and different scales used; however because different
tools represent different concepts and different stakeholder groups, a
particular level of risk on one tool still may not be equivalent to the same risk
score on another tool (e.g. a score of 100 on the UCLA loneliness scale does not
necessarily represent the same level of risk as a score of 100 on the DRR, which includes
questions related to multiple risk concepts).
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Case study approach
One clear benefit from this approach to collecting data is the insight it provides at an
individual level. By filtering the CSW evaluation data set, we can see all the information
collected about a single circle, and then run an individual report on this. This process can
be done quickly and automatically, providing a single summary report that will hopefully
help circle volunteers and coordinators in their reviews of circles.
An example case study using this approach is included in the appendix, which explores
individual output graphs for a single circle (‘Circle A’) and supplements this with
qualitative data from multiple questionnaires.
Circle A (Appendix) paints a picture of a core member who was slightly resistant to the
circle at first and potentially not honest in their own reporting, but who eventually was
judged by multiple stakeholders in the circle – the coordinator, volunteers, and
themselves – to have made progress in several areas, including their loneliness, social
confidence, and their feelings of accountability.

Limitations in methodology
Interpretation of interim data
At this point, limited data are available from all circles currently in progress. Given that
only a small proportion of circles have provided data for all three reviews, the analyses
in this report should only be considered an interim view of the differences that circles are
making. As further data are collected, these analyses will be updated and our confidence
in our findings will increase.

Limitations in scope
As an evaluation of the circles provided by CSW, it may be difficult to extrapolate
findings from this evaluation onto the wider offender population. However, the mixedmethods approach that we are using ensures that detailed qualitative evidence is
captured to examine the context in which changes in risk occur for core members and
the processes related to delivering circles.
Similarly, the establishment of new circles for the three pilot programmes is also
context-specific, and the development of these services will be specific to the local
environment in which they exist (and therefore subject to variation in local probation,
prison, youth offending, and mental health services). Again, the evaluation aims to
capture the process factors related to these services to generate applicable findings
relevant to the provision of rehabilitation programmes more widely.

Bias in recording
Gathering objective evidence about the true risk presented by a core member is difficult,
and relies on a certain degree of self-report, which may not be reliable. Core members
may wish to play down their risk of reoffending, and volunteers and coordinators may
over-estimate the effect of the circles they are involved with due to the time and effort
they have invested. To counter this, we are gathering information about core members
from a range of sources and using average normalised scores to reduce potential bias.
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Evidence comes from Coordinators, from the volunteers in the circle who have regular
contact with the core member, and from the core members themselves. Furthermore, a
range of questionnaires and validated tools will be used to gather evidence to avoid any
direct interrogation of risk. Instead, we are collecting basic measures of individual
factors to build a holistic model related to the core member.

Voluntary programmes
Circles are voluntary, and core members have to be willing to engage with the CoSA
programme to receive a circle. CSW conduct a further assessment of the core member
before their circle begins and make a final decision on whether it should go ahead.
Therefore this sample of ex-offenders is already distinct from the wider population of exoffenders, in that they have demonstrated a desire to reduce their risk of reoffending.
As such, for people in this sub-group of ex-offenders, it becomes more difficult to
identify what changes are due to a specific intervention, and what changes are due to
the person’s more general attitude towards not reoffending.
In this evaluation, we are examining changes in core members’ lives and various
measures of risk by collecting data across all circles at multiple timepoints. We will also
be asking stakeholders to identify the extent to which they think the circle is responsible
for these changes. However the methodology does not allow for clear conclusions to be
made as to whether the changes are directly due to CoSA, or whether similar changes
could have been achieved in another, similar programme.

Limitations of available data
Although RiP and CSW have developed some of the tools being used, this evaluation
primarily works with data collected and submitted by CSW. Therefore, the majority of
analyses in this report and subsequent reporting are limited to the available data and
might not represent all circles at the time of reading. Furthermore, there will inevitably
be a time lag between data being captured at source (e.g. volunteers completing forms)
and the data being available for analyses (e.g. due to the time needed to transcribe
forms into data tables).
However, due to dedicated resource at CSW to support with data capture, we do not
envisage this being a significant problem and have already received a large quantity of
valid data throughout the evaluation to date.

Recidivism and reoffending data
This evaluation approach will not enable conclusions to be made about whether CoSA
reduce the likelihood that someone will reoffend compared to a different intervention
since we are not comparing core members to a similar group who did not receive a
circle. We will, however, use CSW’s available data to evaluate the risk factors related to
reoffending in our final reporting, as well as assessing how the circle may have
contributed to these.
Overall we believe that, although there may be limitations in the generalisability in some
areas of this evaluation, the mixed methods approach and in-depth analysis factors
generate a high level of valuable evidence which will inform the future provision of
restorative interventions for sex offenders.
16 | Methodology
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4. Quantitative findings
At the time of writing, the most recent submission of data from CSW was September
2018. All analyses in this report are for data collected up to this point, and beginning in
November 2016 when the new tools began to be used.

Respondents
Data have been submitted for 52 separate circles. There were 4 different types of
circle, standard circles and the three pilot programmes. The circles we have data at this
interim reporting point were:





20 standard circles
8 intellectual disability circles
10 prison circles
14 young person circles

Complete data are not currently available for all circles, therefore the analyses in this
report are average scores at each time point – e.g. “what is the average loneliness score
for all circles who have submitted data at Review 3”.
The total number of circles where we have longitudinal data from 3 Review points (or 4
for prison circles) is:





8
3
2
4

Standard circles
ID circles
Prison circles
YP circles

However not all of these have provided complete data (all possible questionnaires) and
only 16 circles can be considered complete from a data point of view.

Table 3: Number of reviews completed by circle type and total circles
Number of reviews completed
Circle type
Standard
Intellectual
disability
Prison
Young person
Total

1

2

3

5

7

8

4 (prison
only)
NA

1

4

3

NA

0
6
12

6
4
21

2
4
17

2
NA
2
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Total number
of circles
20
8
10
14
52

Questionnaires
Questionnaires were grouped for analyses, however there were differences in the
questions on certain tools used based on the type of circle (for instance, adapted
versions of the Dynamic Risk Review for young people and IDs). In total, the
questionnaire responses submitted by CSW to RiP were:


531 questionnaires submitted in total across all 8 instruments (and their
variations)

Questionnaires were collected at 4 review points (e.g. the DRR for a circle at a single
review point counts as one questionnaire). By review, these were:





24 questionnaires at review 0 (prison only, wellbeing, loneliness and social
support baseline measures)
229 questionnaires at review 1 (start of circle)
162 questionnaires at review 2 (mid-circle)
116 questionnaires at review 3 (end of circle)

Table 4: Number of questionnaires submit ted for each questionnaire and by
review point
Number of responses by review point
Instrument
name

Volunteer
Selfreported
Coordinator
DRR score
Parents /
Carers
Social
support
Mental
wellbeing
Loneliness

Description

End of circle
volunteer survey
Core member selfreported measures
Coordinator
questionnaire
Dynamic risk
review, reported by
volunteers
Parent and carer
questionnaire
MOS social support
instrument, selfreported
Short Warwick
Edinburgh Mental
Wellbeing Scale
UCLA loneliness
scale, self-reported
Total:

Total number of
questionnaires
submitted

0
(prison
only)

1
(Start
of
circle

2 (Midcircle)

3 (End
of
circle)

19

NA

NA

NA

19

77

NA

37

25

15

87

NA

40

28

19

74

NA

31

28

15

19

NA

10

6

3

85

8

37

25

15

85

8

37

25

15

85

8

37

25

15

531

24

229

162

116
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Data analysed


229 questions across all 8 questionnaires have numerically scored answers
(ordinal / numeric / scale data i.e. they are not categorical or open text answers):
o 170 of these questions (74%) could be categorised by primary risk factor
o All numerical variables have been converted into a normalised score (0 –
100), where a higher score represents a negative or ‘high risk’ score on
this particular question.



7593 scored values across the data set (each ‘value’ is a single numeric answer
to a single question)
o Of these, 5173 (68%) values have been categorised into a primary risk
category (such as ‘loneliness’ or ‘wellbeing) using a scoring index.

Table 5: Number of data points (values) for each risk category and by review
point

Primary risk category

Number of
questions
which relate
to this
category

0 (prison
only)

1 (Start of
circle

2 (Midcircle)

3 (End of
circle)

Accommodation

3

NA

20

15

10

Careful decisions

16

NA

162

123

74

Community integration

12

NA

201

137

86

Education training

10

NA

143

98

61

Employment

1

NA

15

12

8

Family relationships

9

NA

121

84

49

General risk

21

NA

180

148

130

Hobbies activities

10

NA

121

85

50

Isolation

4

8

97

68

44

Managing thoughts
behaviour

42

NA

590

423

265

Other relationships

14

8

137

98

60

Relationship circle

10

NA

153

106

164

Volunteering quality

10

NA

NA

NA

465

Wellbeing

8

8

159

113

7

170

24

2099

1510

1473

Total:
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Number of data points by review point and risk
category

Analyses
Data are converted into a ‘tidy’ format after they are submitted to RiP, whereby each
row is a single score for a single question at a single point in time. For example:

Table 6: Example data format
Circle

Circle
type

Review

Date

Tool

Question

Category

Answer

Normalised
score

0001

Standard

1

01/01/18

DRR

Q14

Wellbeing

3

50.00

Data in this format have been filtered to only include numeric answers, and the answer
value is converted into the normalised score using the following process:



Reverse score relevant questions so that all answers have the format of low
number = low dynamic risk or better outcomes
Use the minimum and maximum possible value for the question to convert all
scores into a percentage value (i.e. from 0 to 100).

There are two key forms of quantitative analysis we can do with the data in this format:


All numerically scored responses – this can be further grouped by which tool
(questionnaire) the answer came from.
o For example, “what was the average score on the DRR for prison circles at
review 1?”
o 7593 data points or rows of data
o All analyses based on ‘questionnaire’ will use this larger dataset



All categorised questions (i.e. those with a primary risk category) – this will be
a smaller dataset as not all questions are categorised.
o For example, “what was the average score for all ‘wellbeing’ questions for
all ID circles?”
o 5173 data points or rows of data
o All analyses based on ‘risk category’ will use this refined dataset
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Average outcome scores
All circles
Across all circles, the average (mean and median) normalised scores for all questions
was highest at earlier reviews, suggesting that, overall, outcomes were better at
review 3 based on the scoring criteria used. However, at this point, there not many
circles where we have data at all 3 reviews. As such, we might consider the dataset
too incomplete at this stage to conduct meaningful statistical analyses. We will
explore these relationships by conducting analysis of variance testing in the final report
when we have a more complete dataset.
This analysis makes certain assumptions about the data – primarily, we have to assume
that all circles at review 1 are similar to each other in terms of risk. If this is not the
case, those circles where we only have data at review 1 might be pulling the average up.
I.e., if CSW has recently taken on a number of circles with higher overall risk scores and
who have only provided review 1 scores, these circles will make the review 1 average
appear higher than review 2 and 3, and make the differences in means appear
significant where they might not be if we had complete data.
If we restrict analyses to the circles where we have complete data at all three reviews (n
= 16), the difference is not significant (p = 0.067), however the differences do remain
visible in plots. In the final report, we will repeat these analyses and see whether
differences in mean scores at each review point for all complete cases is significant.

Figure 2: Average scores and variation for all questionnaires by review
point
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We can see that there is a downward trend in scores over reviews, suggesting that
scores at review 3 are lower than at review 2 and review 1; however without further
complete cases, we cannot say whether this is due to differences between the individual
core members, or an effect of the difference in time. Furthermore, without a control
measure (e.g. a matched population without a circle), we cannot confidently say whether
this reduction in average scores is a result of the circle, or other unobserved factors
during the same timeframe.

Figure 3: Mean normalised sco res across all questionnaires by review point
(and linear model fitted)
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Repeating the analyses for each circle type, we can see that the trend for reduced
average risk scores (and therefore the improvement in outcomes overall) is still present;
however the sample size is lower when separating out the pilots, so further data are still
required to confirm these analyses.

Figure 4: Average scores and variation for all questionnaires by circle type

These reductions in risk factors also appear to be correlated with time points in the case
of Standard and ID circles; however the samples for these pilots are too small to make
any findings of significance truly reliable at this stage:
Overall, the data appear to show that average outcomes for core members are higher at
review 3 than review 2 and 1. At this time, we cannot be certain that this is directly due
to the circles and if these changes occur over the course of the circle, as mean values
represent the average score for any circle with data available at each time point.
However, under the assumption that the individuals who receive circles are from the
same population with a normal distribution, we can see some evidence that mean risk
scores are lower the longer a circle has been running. As we collect additional data
between now and the final report, we will be able to more effectively test this
hypothesis.
These topline averages only give a very high-level view of outcomes and this does not
explore the individual tools used to judge risk and the multiple stakeholders who have
contributed. In order to provide more detailed and valuable assessment, we will look at
tools individually in the next section.
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Scores by questionnaire
For each questionnaire (and the variations of them), average normalised scores were
calculated, providing an overall measure of change in outcomes for circles at that time
point, as judged by the stakeholder(s) completing that specific questionnaire.
To explore the risk scores, data are presented as ‘Risk Radar’ diagrams below, which
show three average scores (Review 1, 2, and 3 – separately coloured) on each axis of
the plot (a single ‘arm’ extending from the centre). Each axis represents and average
score for all the scored questions on that particular questionnaire. Therefore, a small
red shape on the radar would represent a small overall dynamic risk in
questionnaires at Review 3 (end of circle); and a large yellow shape would represent a
large overall dynamic risk at Review 2.
The majority of risk scores appear to reduce over time (representing an improvement in
outcomes and reduction in risk measures). However, a few other measures appear to
either remain stable, or fluctuate over time:




Coordinator, DRR, Loneliness, and Wellbeing scores reduce over time,
suggesting lower risk for those core member who are at the end of their circle.
Average CM self-reported scores remain relatively stable over time.
Parents / Carers and Social Support average scores decrease and then
increase as the circle ends, suggesting an increase in perceived dynamic risk as
the circle reaches its end (possibly due to this loss of a support structure).

Figure 5: Average scores for all circles over time by questionnaire type
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Another way to explore the impact of the circle at this interim stage without complete
data, is to look at the number of circles where improvements in outcomes have been
reported. We can count the number of circles where a reduction in risk score has
occurred between Review 1 and 2 and between Review 2 and 3. This provides an early
indicator or improvements in outcomes in the absence of full data for all circles.
In this data, a circle is counted if:



We have data for two consecutive time points, AND
The normalised average risk score for a tool decreases in this time

Table 7: Circles recording improved outcomes between Reviews by tool

Number of Circles reporting improved outcomes
Tool / questionnaire

Self-reported
Coordinator
DRR score
Loneliness
Parents / Carers
Social support
Volunteer
Mental wellbeing
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Between start and middle

Between middle and end

6
15
9
7
4
11
0
0

6
11
6
6
1
3
0
0

For analyses of individual circle types, all findings should be treated cautiously since very
few circles have submitted complete data (i.e. from all 3 Review points – or 4 in the case
of Prison circles). As such, figures represent the average scores for all circles where data
are available, and might be influenced by individual cases more strongly than if a larger
dataset were available.

Figure 6: Mean scores by circle type and questionnaire over time

Intellectual disability circles:



Coordinator and DRR scores appear to reduce over time, suggesting lowest risk
for CMs who are at review 3, as perceived by both coordinators and volunteers
For mental wellbeing, loneliness and self-reported measures, scores appear
to increase at mid-circle and then reduce again by the end of circle – this could
either be indicative of actual increases in these measures at Review 2 or an
increase in openness of self-reporting by point 2 (or reticence to share at the
start of the circle).
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For social support there are increases in scores at the end of the circle. In other
words, social support structures are slightly worse on average for those CMs who
are at the end of their circle. This might point to perceived worries about the
circle ending and the loss of this social network.

At this point, only 3 ID circles have completed the questionnaires at all three review
points. As such, these figures only take into account overall average scores (however,
similar trends appear when filtering by only circles where we have data from 3 Review
points).

Prison circles:




Coordinator, self-reported, mental wellbeing, loneliness, and DRR scores
all reduced over time, pointing to a reduction across overall measures of risk and
better outcomes for CMs at the end of their circle.
Social support score decreased from Review 0 (in prison) to Review 2 (midcircle) suggesting improved support structures, however this increased slightly at
the end of the circle – again perhaps due to the ending of the circle and loss of
this support system.

Above all other circle types, Prison circles appear to have positive effects across the
majority of measures, with only social support not decreasing consistently on average.
These trends remain when filtering to only include circles where we have questionnaires
for all four Review points; however at this time the sample size is still small.

Young person circles






Loneliness and social support appear lower on average for CMs who are at the
end of their circle, suggesting improvements in these outcomes as the circle
progresses.
Average scores from Coordinators and parents / carers appear to increase
from mid-circle to the end of circle Review, suggesting some concerns with the
sustained effects on outcomes.
Self-reported and DRR scores both increase at mid-circle, and then decrease at
the end of the circle, suggesting either an increase in risk mid-circle, or an
increased understanding of the core member and their outcomes at this point
which is reflected in elevated scores.

Due to the relatively low number of YP circles where data were available for all three
Review points (n = 4), we cannot say whether these changes are significant. As
additional data are collected, we will be able to explore these relationships in further
detail.

Standard circles




DRR and Coordinator scores appear to decrease consistently over time,
suggesting reductions in overall perceived risk and improvements in outcomes as
judged by both volunteers and coordinators. Loneliness scores also decrease
throughout circle.
Inversely, average self-reported outcomes are lower for CMs at the end of their
circle (implying that CMs might rate their own outcomes worse than other circle
members).
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Both social support and wellbeing appear to improve and then get slightly
worse at the end of the circle. As with other circles, this may be due to the loss of
this support structure as the circle reaches an end.

A total of 8 standard circles have submitted data from all three Review points, and these
trends were still present when filtering to just these circles. Interestingly, self-reported
outcomes point to higher levels of dynamic risk than DRR and Coordinator scores.

As noted above, these scores represent data at snapshots in time, and there are still too
few complete cases to tell whether these reductions in average score happen for the
majority of core members over time. It does, however provide a starting point for the
repetition of analyses as the dataset continues to grow.
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Inter-tool agreement
One way to explore the interaction between the different questionnaires used is to look
at correlations between overall scores on each questionnaire at a single timepoint. This
involves restructuring the data so that each row is a single circle at a single review point,
and each column is an average score for a single questionnaire. We can then look at how
each questionnaire’s scores correlate with other questionnaires across the whole data set
to show whether questionnaires are measuring similar or different things.
The correlation matrix below only shows statistically significant correlations between
questionnaire average scores (p < 0.05), coloured by the direction of the relationship.
Here, we can see the questionnaire pairs which appear to be measuring similar things
(i.e. a high score on one most likely means there will be a high score on the other). For
instance:





Loneliness correlates with Coordinator, DRR, social support, wellbeing, and
self-reported scores
Social Support correlates with mental wellbeing and self-reported scores
Coordinator correlates with DRR and mental wellbeing
Self-reported score correlates with wellbeing, loneliness, and social
support

Figure 7: Correlation matrix for all questionnaires across all circles
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An important finding is the significant positive correlation between the DRR and
Coordinator questionnaire AND the absence of a correlation between selfreported scores and DRR / Coordinator scores, suggesting that coordinators and
volunteers are judging changes in dynamic risk factors similarly to each other, but that
their scores do not significantly relate to how core members judge themselves.
This is particularly relevant since the questions on the CM questionnaire very closely
mirror the DRR and Coordinator questions and dynamic risk concepts. Furthermore,
average risk scores were higher in the self-reported questionnaire than they were in the
DRR and Coordinator questionnaires. Therefore, we might pose that CMs assess their
own dynamic risk differently but often higher than coordinators and volunteers
when it is assessed indirectly, as in the self-report questionnaire.
This is currently an early finding and one which requires additional data to confirm, but if
it persists it is possibly due to the abstract constructs of dynamic risk as they are framed
in questions. For instance, assessing someone else’s emotional state, loneliness, internal
thoughts, and wellbeing is very difficult to do accurately in the absence of any external
indicators. It therefore makes sense that a self-assessment of these factors might
uncover further details that are hidden from external stakeholders. For instance, you are
a better judge of your own happiness than someone else.
The difficulty faced by circles providers is in whether they can trust the reliability of
these self-reports, and whether CMs have the incentives to report on these internal
factors openly and honestly; however, as the data here shows, self-reported dynamic
risk actually appears to be more conservative than when assessed by coordinators and
volunteers. This self-report tool may therefore prove very useful in balancing views
around CM progress and gathering useful information about internal psychological
factors and dynamic risk.
Future research may wish to further explore the relationships between the self-reported,
coordinator, and DRR questionnaires, as well as expanding the scope to explore
correlations between these measures and relevant outcome variables such as breach of
licence and reoffending.
Another key finding from this analysis is the correlation between wellbeing, social
support, loneliness, and self-reported scores, suggesting that the validated psychometric
questionnaires are measuring similar constructs to the bespoke CSW questionnaire for
core members. Loneliness scores in particular seem to correlate highly with the majority
of other measures, suggesting that loneliness is a core component of dynamic risk scores
overall.
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Analyses by question category
We can repeat the analyses by question category rather than questionnaire, allowing us
to see the average scores for all questions which map onto a certain risk / outcome
category.
These categories have been selected from the Evaluation Framework (above) which was
informed by CSWs logic model work. Each question was coded based on the category it
most related to.
Due to differences in the number of questions in each category on each questionnaire,
we need to consider how to balance the average scores. For instance, if volunteers
answer 9 questions about ‘general risk’ and Coordinators answer just 1, the ‘general risk’
score would be 90% made up of volunteer views, rather than 50:50 by respondent
group.
This uneven weighting of scores can be countered, to some extent, by taking the
average of averages for each measure and creating a ‘balanced score’ – i.e. taking
average score for ‘general risk’ on each questionnaire, and then averaging these scores
to give a single score for this category. This means that each questionnaire only
contributes one value for each category, regardless of how many questions map onto
that category.
In the plot below, each point on the scatter plot is a balanced category score at a single
time point for a certain circle type – e.g. average ‘loneliness’ score at Review 1 for
standard circles. By plotting these average scores, we can see that there is a negative
correlation between overall average risk scores and timepoint. This correlation is
statistically significant (Multiple R2 = 0.17, F (3, 150) = 10.2, p < 0.001), showing that
average scores, across all categories of risk, tend to be lowest at review 3.

Figure 8: Average ri sk category scores per measure over circle duration
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As above, data at this point are not complete enough to trust that these differences are
due to effects of the time during which a circle was provided, however this effect is still
present when filtering for circles where we have complete data (Multiple R2 = 0.11, F (2,
143) = 8.37, p < 0.001).
To explore the risk categories individually, the risk radars in this section show average
scores for all the questions related to each category of risk on each axis. Therefore, a
small red shape on the radar represents a small overall dynamic risk in all categories at
Review 3 (end of circle); and a large yellow shape represents a large overall dynamic
risk at Review 2.

Figure 9: Risk radar for all circles by primary risk category of questions

The decrease in shape size from grey, to yellow, to red (Review 1, to 2, to 3) shows
that, overall, average scores across almost all measures are lower, the later into the
circle data were collected. Therefore, on average, outcomes are better at later
stages for almost all key risk categories. There are a couple of exceptions to this
trend:



General risk appears to slightly increase at the end of the circle
Outcomes for education / training are slightly worse
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These exceptions, however, are likely to be because we do not yet have data for all
circles at all timepoints (discussed above). As such, the dataset is not currently suitable
to assess whether these differences are statistically significant1.
As noted above, these are average values for all scores at each timepoint, and due to
the limited available data not all circles have provided scores at all three timepoints.
These analyses should therefore not be inferred as representative of all circles. However,
the risk radar for only complete cases very closely mirrors the one above, suggesting
that these effects may a result of the time during which the circle occurred.
To further examine whether changes are occurring within circles, we can again count the
number of circles where improvements in outcomes have been recorded, this time by
category. A circle is counted if:



We have data for two consecutive Reviews, AND
There has been a reduction in the average risk score for all questions in a
particular category across all tools

Table 8: Circles recording improved outcomes between Reviews by category
Number of Circles reporting improved outcomes*
Indicator / risk category
Between start and middle

Between middle and end

Accommodation

0

0

Careful decisions

21

6

Community integration

12

7

Education training

14

4

Employment

1

4

Family relationships

8

5

General risk

20

7

Hobbies activities

15

8

Isolation

17

8

Managing thoughts behaviour

18

10

Other relationships

19

5

Relationship circle

14

10

0

0

25

9

Volunteering quality
Wellbeing

1

Of the data, only wellbeing scores meets required assumptions of homoscedasticity and normality for an
analysis of variance at this stage. The difference in means for wellbeing is significant (F (2, 86) = 12.9, p <
0.0001), suggesting that average wellbeing is higher for core members at review 3.
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As with the analyses by questionnaire, we can also split the category analyses by the
type of Circle.

Intellectual disability circles
Overall, scores on the majority of risk factors appear to decrease over time; however
this decrease in risk (or improvement in outcomes) is more noticeable between Review 2
(mid-circle) and Review 3 (end of circle).

Figure 10: Risk radar by risk cate gory for ID circles
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Prison circles
For prison circles, the majority of risk category scores are higher at Review 3 than
Review 2 and Review 1; however general risk seems to increase sharply at the end of
the circle. For prison circles, these questions include general perceptions from volunteers
and coordinators around the CMs risk of reoffending. However, all Review 3 scores are
influenced by the fact that there are only 2 prison circles who have submitted data at
this point currently.
Some other factors did not change much over time, however these might be considered
more static, such as relationships and accommodation.
Due to the small number of prison circles where full data are available, these results
should be considered cautiously, and analyses will need to be repeated as further
questionnaires are completed.

Figure 11: Risk radar by risk category for Prison circles
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Young people circles
As with prison circles, very few young person circles have submitted data for all three
Reviews (n = 4), therefore analyses are somewhat limited. The risk radar appears to
show improvements across most measures from start of circle to mid-circle, but then
relatively little change from mid- to end of circle. However, when filtering to show only
circles with complete data, there is no visible improvement in outcomes over time at this
stage.

Figure 12: Risk radar by risk category for YP circles
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Standard circles
Standard circles are the most commonly provided circle by CSW and we therefore have
the largest dataset, with 8 circles where questionnaires were submitted for all three
Reviews.
Improvements over time were visible in several categories, including wellbeing,
community integration, hobbies and activities, and isolation. Several other categories
saw initial gains, but relatively little change between the middle and end of the circle
(e.g. other relationships, general risk, managing thoughts and behaviour, and
wellbeing).

Figure 13: Risk radar by risk category for Standard circles
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Quantitative analysis - Emerging findings and next steps
At this interim report stage, data are still being collected for the majority of circles. The
relatively small number of circles where we have complete (review 1-3) data means that
averages might not appropriately represent the changes happening in over time for
circles. For instance, those circles which have completed will inevitably be different to
those in progress, so the averages will be limited in their ability to show longitudinal
change.
Where we have limited analyses to circles where we have complete data (n = 16),
similar trends have emerged, however without statistical significance in most cases. As
this evaluation approaches the final report, repeating these analyses will involve a much
more complete dataset and add a great deal of additional value for CSW. At this interim
point, the analysis of questionnaire data has highlighted the following preliminary
findings.

Improved outcomes: Generally, outcomes appear to improve over the duration of
circles, with scores at later review points appearing lower on average compared to the
middle and start of their circle. This is similar when measured by individual
questionnaire, and by a mixed measure of risk category from multiple questionnaires.
However at this interim reporting point we cannot be certain that the improvements are
related to the duration of the circle, as very few circles have currently submitted data for
all three reviews.

Higher average risk scores at mid-circle review: For several measures, including
DRRs, Coordinator questionnaires, and self-reported scores, dynamic risk appeared to
increase at Review 2. One potential hypothesis here is that there is a change in reporting
accuracy at Review 2. For example, CMs may be less forthright with their self-reporting
at the start of the circle, but then open up more as their relationship with the circle
increases. Similarly, volunteers and staff might learn more about the CM and the risk
they pose as the relationship with the CM develops, and therefore identify new risks
which require addressing. We will see whether this trend persists as data continue to be
added.

Changes at the end of the circle: For certain circle types there were increases in
certain risk factors between mid and end of circle. In particular, these were around
general risk and social support. This may be due to the perceived loss of the Circle as a
supportive and protective factor and fears around what will happen in its absence; or
concerns from Coordinators and volunteers around the risk presented once the core
members circle stops.

Volunteer and Coordinator agreement: The significant positive correlation shown
between volunteer and DRR scores suggests that circle volunteers and Coordinators tend
to score risk similarly to each other. This offers some validation for the newly developed
coordinator questionnaire, as well as additional evidence in support of the DRR, which
can be seen as reflective of the expert opinion of the professionally trained and highly
experienced CSW Coordinators.
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Self-reported risk: This evaluation has approached dynamic risk and outcomes
measurement holistically, capturing the views of CMs as well as those in the circle. This
might be considered a radical approach to working with ex-offenders, whose own
judgements are not included in dynamic risk measurement; however given the complex
internal constructs of many dynamic risk factors (such as wellbeing and loneliness), selfreport might be argued to be a more appropriate method than observation and
assessment. This report has shown that, although self-reported scores of dynamic risk
don’t correlate with volunteer and coordinator views, these actually tend to be more
conservative on average, and core members report higher dynamic risk scores overall in
the measures we have used.

Loneliness scores: The short version UCLA loneliness scale which CSW have been
using to measure loneliness has been shown to correlate with several other tools. This
simple, easy to use tool could therefore be seen as a valuable addition to circle reviews,
and might be a useful indicator for a range of dynamic risks. Furthermore, this finding
highlights how loneliness as a factor may be a key component in the various other
measures of dynamic risk.

Social support and wellbeing: As might be expected, there was a positive correlation
between social support and wellbeing. This doesn’t specify the direction of the
relationship (i.e. does high wellbeing improve your relationships, or do good
relationships improve your wellbeing?), however it would be reasonable to hypothesise
that improvements in social support structures, partly through the circle, would cause an
improvement in wellbeing. With that in mind, it may be that the end of the circle
presents a particularly difficult period for the CM where the loss of the support the circle
has been providing reduces their wellbeing and increases their dynamic risk.

Next steps
Several areas for continued research have been identified in these analyses. Primarily,
we will look to update our analyses with additional data as CSW collect further
questionnaires. This will significantly address the issue with the small number of circles
where data from all three reviews are available.
CSW collect data pertaining to standardised risk scores (MAPPA, OASYS) and outcomes
data for circles which have ended due to breach of licence or arrest of the CM. As such,
these variables could be correlated with CSW risk scores to identify whether there are
relationships between dynamic risk and external measurements. The ability to conduct
these analyses will be heavily influenced by the availability of sufficient data.
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5. Attribution of changes to circles
As established in the quantitative analyses of scores above, there have been visible
improvements across a variety of measures and dynamic risk categories for circles
provided by CSW.
However, as stated in the limitations section, this is not a controlled experimental study,
therefore we cannot say for certain that these same changes would not have occurred if
the CM had no circle, or a different type of support.
So, in order to improve our confidence that the circle was responsible in some part for
the changes in outcomes, we will look to the data collected across the various questions
which ask stakeholders about the influence of the circle on these outcomes.
Another source of evidence is the open text data which have been collected across
questionnaires. It is more difficult to say whether comments represent the majority of
cases compared to the use of averages in numeric data; however, we are able to derive
contextual information which might explain the emerging findings in this report.

Attribution questions
All questions across all questionnaires which asked respondents to say the extent to
which the circle was responsible for the changes that had happened were identified in
the scoring framework. This allowed for average scores on these questions to be
calculated and then split by circle type.
In the following charts, which display these average scores (normalised to a score of 0100), a high score (above 50) represents a high level of agreement from respondents
that the Circle contributed to the changes. A score of 50 suggests that on average
people neither agree nor disagree. A score of below 50 suggests that people disagree on
average.
Some questions were asked selectively based on the circle type, so not all questions
have responses for all circles. As these data come from the same set of tables as the
quantitative analyses above, the same sample size information applies.

Coordinator attribution to circle
Coordinator scores suggest that the Coordinators believe the circles contributed
positively across a variety of measures. In intellectual disability circles in particular,
the coordinator attributed a large amount of change to the provision of a circle,
particularly in terms of their control, behaviour, and risk of reoffending. For standard
and prison circles, there was less confidence from Coordinators that the circle had
contributed to the changes, however on average, coordinator still agreed that the circle
had contributed to improved outcomes. For young person circles, coordinators
particularly noticed changes in community engagement and wellbeing since the start of
the circle.
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Figure 14: Average scores to questions which ask coordinators about
overall change during the circle

Young Person

Standard

Prison

Intellectual Disability

Q7a - Do you believe their control has improved or
worsened since the start of the Circle?

Q3a - Do you believe their relationship with the Circle
has improved or worsened since the start of the Circle?

Q29a - Do you believe their risk of reoffending has
improved or worsened since the start of the Circle?

Q25a - Do you believe their interpersonal relationships
have improved or worsened since the start of the Circle?

Q22a - Do you believe their engagement with activities /
employment has improved or worsened since the start
of the Circle?

Q18b - Do you believe their engagement with the
community has improved or worsened since the start of
the Circle?

Q16a - Do you believe their loneliness and wellbeing has
improved or worsened since the start of the Circle?

Q12a - Do you believe their behaviour has improved or
worsened since the start of the Circle?
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Self-reported attribution to circle
In their self-reported questionnaire, core members were also asked to judge the impact
of the circle on changes in their outcomes. Data are intermittently available here, as not
all questionnaires asked the same questions, or they were only asked at the end of the
circle (review 3) where the data is currently limited.
There were several areas where core members felt the circle had helped them:


For prison circles, the majority of core members reported that the circle had
helped them with developing control of their actions and thoughts, and that it had
helped them strengthen relationships. Furthermore, at review 1, the majority of
prison circles (70%, n = 7) reported that the circle had helped with their
transition back into the community – and in one case supported with finding
accommodation.



For young person circles, the majority of core members who had started
education or training since starting their circle reported that the circle had helped
them to get this. A proportion also reported help with their relationships, however
this was not the majority.



The majority of intellectual disability circles reported that the circle had
helped them with controlling their thoughts and behaviours, and with their family
relationships. There is also evidence that several circles have assisted core
members with getting into education or training.



For standard circles, again the majority of core members reported that the
circle helped with their control of thoughts and behaviours. However there was
less evidence of the circle helping with education, activities and relationships.

It appears from the self-report data that circles are primarily assisting core members
with their thoughts and behaviours, with some focus on relationships, and only assisting
with other areas of life (such as hobbies, education and accommodation) where relevant.
This is clearly the case with young person circles, where education / training support is
much more commonly provided.
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Figure 15: Average scores for core member self-reported questions about
impact of the circle on their outcomes
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In open text comments, several core members said that their circle had helped them to
control their thoughts and actions by:



Providing a space to listen and share openly
Giving them ideas on how to control their thoughts

There was also evidence of strengthened family relationships (i.e. with parents and
siblings) being used to help when thoughts were becoming difficult to control.

The circle has given me another outlet to discuss problems
– Core member
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End of circles
Core members were also asked about their feelings about the circle ending at review 3.
Since only a few circles have completed, data here aren’t representative of all circles,
however, where circles have finished, the majority (n = 5) said they were happy to some
extent, and the remainder (n = 4) said they weren’t happy it was ending. For those who
were happy to some extent, their comments were mostly positive, reflecting an
appreciation for the circle and desire to move on with their lives. For those who weren’t
happy about the ending, this reflected their appreciation of the circle and not wanting to
lose this support structure.

The circle has boosted my confidence and made me realise that I am
not just a ‘sex offender’.
-

Core member

One young person also mentioned the continued support that the circle would provide to
them after ending, suggesting a legacy value from volunteers despite a formal ending of
the circle.

It frees up the day but good to know circle members are still available
to meet me when I want to
- Core member, young person

Coordinators were also asked about the end of the circle, and thought that the majority
of circles (n = 15, 79%) were ending on a positive note. The majority of these were
ending due to reaching the end of allocated funding periods for the circle, and several
reported reaching an end due to significant positive changes being achieved.
In some cases, where the circle was ending on a positive note, the coordinator noted
that it would still be preferable for the circle to have continued, but that this was not
possible due to the end of the prearranged period or a lack of available resource. In
other positive endings, there were still concerns noted, such as the core member
deciding that they did not want to continue, despite the coordinators belief that the circle
would still be valuable.
A small proportion (n = 3, 16%) were ending on a negative note in the eyes of the
coordinator, with reasons such as a lack of engagement from the core member, and the
core member moving out of area. On the whole, however, most circles ended positively,
stakeholders believed that they had made a positive impact, and several wished they
could continue for longer.

The core member is in full time employment. [Their] risk factors are
well managed and not active. The core member has engaged for 10
months and made progress and feels it has reached it natural end.
- Coordinator
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Parents and carers assessment of the circle
For young person circles, parents / carers were also asked about their perceptions of
how much the circle contributed to changes. Parents were overwhelmingly positive about
the support the circle had provided, with the majority believing that the circle had
contributed to improvements in activities, behaviour, education and relationships.

Figure 16: Parent and carer average scores for questions relating to the
impact of the circle on outcomes

Young Person
Q9. They are positive about attending their Circle
meetings
Q6a. Do you think the Circle helped with their activities?
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Q14. Are these changes positive or negative?
Q13. Have you noticed any changes in your child that you
think are due to the Circle?
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relationships?
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For parents who said that the circle had a positive effect, many of them mentioned the
circle had helped increase the young person’s confidence.

He has more self-confidence, is better able to make friendships and is
embracing adulthood.
- Parent
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Attribution – emerging findings and next steps
The findings here suggest that, for the majority of core members, their circle has had an
impact on their lives. Primarily, this is in the control of thoughts and behaviours, which
aligns with CSW’s priorities for circle delivery. For some core members, the circle’s
support is spreading into other areas of their life, such as relationships, education, and
social activities. Coupled with the improvements in these outcomes (identified above in
the quantitative analysis), this highlights a valuable support mechanism for reducing
dynamic risk.
The type of support that core members are receiving appears to differ based on the type
of circle they are receiving. The central work of most circles seems to be providing an
open space to listen to the core members’ problems and guide them with controlling
thoughts and actions. For young people, additional support is commonly seen in training
and education. Many circles are also helping develop core members’ relationships outside
of the circle, and there are reports of family members serving as a protective factor (e.g.
calling a sister or mother when thoughts are getting out of control).
For the new pilot prison circles, there is also strong evidence that the circle has been a
valuable support structure at a complicated transition point. The majority of core
members leaving prison found the circle a helpful support network at this difficult time.
Coordinators saw changes in core members across the duration of their circles, with
particularly strong effects in young person and intellectual disability circles. Parents of
young people also noticed positive effects of the circles and the majority thought that
the circle was responsible for changes in relationships, education and behaviours.
No core member was glad that their circle was ending, however there was a mixture of
core members who were wholly unhappy that the circle was over (primarily due to the
loss of this support) and those who had mixed feelings (such as disappointment in losing
the circle, but optimism for next steps).

Next steps for qualitative analyses
Between now and the final report, we will be conducting interviews with a selection of
key stakeholders in order to gain a wider perspective around the processes of delivering
circles and developing the new pilots. We will be exploring how circles fit into the wider
context of probation and prisons, and how CSW might build upon their work for future
sustainability.
Furthermore, as more circles are completed, further detail will be available which will
allow us to explore additional emerging themes, particularly around the impact of circles
on individual core members.
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6. Volunteering
A key component of CSW’s capacity to provide circles and their sustainability is the
volunteer network. Furthermore, this volunteering model enables CSW to provide holistic
support in the community at a fraction of the cost of other wrap-around support.
CSW volunteers are provided with bespoke training from qualified professionals to
prepare them for working with core members, as well as understanding and responding
to their behaviours and the risks that they might present. These skills do not disappear
as the circle ends, and these additional skills may be seen as an extra societal benefit of
the provision of circles in an area.
In order to capture the views of volunteers, each person who volunteers in a circle is
asked to complete a questionnaire are the end of their circle, which asks for feedback on
the circle relationship with the core member, risk factors, and more general experiences
of volunteering with CSW.

Responses
There were 48 respondents who completed the volunteer questionnaire between October
2017 and October 2018, representing 19 separate circles. There were an average of 2.53
responses per circle (sd = 1.124).
The majority of respondents reported volunteering because they wanted to
help someone / prevent re-offending (n = 30, 64%); a substantial number (n = 19,
40%) mentioned wanting to gain experience working with offenders to further their own
career or skill set.
Volunteering completely met the majority of respondents’ expectations (n = 29,
60%). Of the remaining respondents, 18 (38%) reported their expectations were met ‘to
some extent’, whilst one respondent (2%) selected ‘not at all’, noting that “I thought
there would be more contact time with professionals”.
Where respondents explained their answers, themes included being able to make a
difference to the core member (n = 7), personal growth/development (n = 5) and
finding the experience interesting or rewarding (n = 5). Four respondents mentioned
difficulties due to the core member not fully engaging. Comments also highlighted the
differences across circles, and how the individual personalities and level of engagement
from the core member are central to the success of the circle, and to whether
expectations were met.

There’s also an element of chemistry (magic?!), where the whole is
greater than the sum of all the parts.
– CSW volunteer
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Relationships with core members

83% (40 people) of respondents agreed that “The circle I was part of had a
positive relationship with the core member”, with respondents describing being
“able to build up a strong relationship of trust” and that the “CM trusted us and made
positive decisions based on our advice”. Four volunteers (8%) disagreed with this
statement and their explanations suggest the core member was not engaged with, or did
not trust the circle.

Figure 17: The circle I was part of had a positive relationship with the core
member
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83% (40 people) thought that “The members of our circle were well-matched
to the needs of core member”, describing how the mix of people involved benefitted
the circle. One volunteer (4%) disagreed with the statement, and the comment suggests
this was due to the core member not engaging with the circle.

Each member provided the circle with unique knowledge.
- CSW volunteer

58% (28 people) thought that “the core member felt accountable to the circle
for their actions”, with descriptions of core members who “respected the circle” and
“didn't want to let us down”. A further 23% (n = 11) remained neutral and the
remaining 19% (n = 9) either disagreed or strongly disagreed. When reviewing
comments of volunteers who disagreed with this statement, it again appeared that this
was due to some core members who were not engaging with, or being dismissive of,
circles (e.g., “[The core member] was often able to avoid talking about their actions”,
and “he said he had no trust in the process”).
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There were mixed responses to the statement “The circle has significantly
reduced the core member’s risk of sexual reoffending / harmful sexual
behaviour”. Equal numbers of volunteers remained neutral or agreed (41.67%, n =
20), while 17% (n = 8) disagreed. A number of volunteers reported difficulties assessing
core members’ risks in this area, due to potential avoidance or self-censorship around
the topic (e.g., “unsure if CM thinks his actions are acceptable or not”). There were also
positive comments, noting of improvement in the core member’s situation and attitudes.

I believe the circle has offered CM the right amount of support and
accountability, which he lacked prior to his offence
- CSW volunteer

Experience with CSW
88% (n = 42) of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that they found their
experience with circles rewarding. Six respondents remained neutral; reviewing the
comments, in three cases this was due to the core member not engaging, while in other
cases, volunteers expressed some frustration around the timeframes involved.
98% (n = 46) reported feeling safe throughout their time volunteering. One
respondent remained neutral on this question, commenting that they “had two issues
about safety outside the circles meeting”; however no further information about these
issues was provided.
98% (n = 45) felt that “the training and guidance I received from CSW
adequately prepared me for my role as a volunteer”. Comments reflected these
responses, with training referred to as “brilliant”, with one highlight reported as “the
theory and practical session (role play) helped a lot.” A few volunteers made suggestions
for improvements to training, noting that “hearing a little more from those who have had
circles would be great” and “further training opportunities would be helpful”. Two
volunteers commented that training specific to Pilot circles would be useful (e.g., “it
would have been nice to do training specific to LD circles, not just general” and “I think
that training for working with young circles could improve slightly”).
78% (n = 36) reported learning valuable new skills through volunteering; the
remainder of respondents were neutral, though their comments suggested they
experienced some benefit to volunteering (e.g., “The circle was a good opportunity to
build on my existing social skills, but no particular ones.”)
62% (n = 28) of respondents reported that they had, or intended to, apply the
skills they had learnt to life outside the service suggesting a high level of societal
benefit from the training that CSW provides in the community.

Emotional support
Overall, the support available for volunteers, both personally and via CSW, was rated
extremely high:
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100% agreed that they “felt able to cope with the emotional pressure of
volunteering for circles”



100% agreed that they “had a person/people I could turn to for emotional
support if I needed to”



100% agreed that they “felt well supported by CSW throughout my time
volunteering”

When given the option to explain their answers, volunteers noted they turned to friends,
family, fellow circle members and their circle Coordinator for support:

“My coordinator was always there for me, whatever the problem, no
matter how small”
– CSW volunteer

“My circles coordinator was always available to chat and was very
understanding.”
– CSW volunteer

An important element of CSWs future sustainability is the development of a pool of
skilled and experienced volunteers. When asked about intentions to volunteer in the
future:



89% suggested that they intend to volunteer in another circle
98% would recommend volunteering with CSW to others

Where volunteers explained their answers, they noted how rewarding being involved in
circles had been, and also commented on the importance of stressing the aim of “no
more victims” when recommending volunteering to others. Only one volunteer strongly
disagreed that they would volunteer in the future and remained neutral about
recommending volunteering with circles.
Respondents were given the option to provide feedback to CSW. Three respondents
noted opportunities to attend further training would be appreciated, with one suggesting
expanding training to prepare volunteers for “very manipulative CMs”. Refresher
training, and training in areas such as mental health, substance misuse and learning
disabilities were also suggested.
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Figure 18: Responses to two statements about future volunteering
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Volunteering summary
On the whole, volunteers were extremely positive about their experience of being in a
circle. The support provided by coordinators and the training they had received were
both highly praised.
For the minority of respondents who were less positive, this was largely due to core
member not engaging with the circle; reinforced by respondents’ 98% agreement that
they would recommend volunteering with circles to others.
Finally, the development of volunteers by CSW appears to have positive effects for the
wider community, with many suggesting that the skills they have learned will be used
elsewhere. There is evidence that the work of CSW is developing communities which
have increased awareness of working with sex offenders and are trained and
experienced to be more capable of identifying and reducing risks.
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7. Conclusions
This evaluation set out to answer the following research questions:
1. How do dynamic risk factors for core members change throughout their circle?
2. To what extent has the circle influenced these changes?
3. What has been the core member’s journey throughout the circle and what has
been the impact on emotional wellbeing and loneliness?
4. What have been key factors in success (and failure) of circles, and what
improvements (if any) can be made?

At this interim reporting stage, we have developed a clear evaluation method which
helps us to answer these questions. This initially involved a detailed mapping exercise
with CSW, identifying the key outcomes they intend to achieve across their circles. As an
outcome of this mapping work, we refined CSWs desired outcomes into six key areas:
1. Capacity – The organisational capacity to provide Circles
2. Relationship and Accountability – The development of a trusting relationship
between the core member and the circle volunteers
3. Control – The development of control over thoughts and behaviours
4. Support – Improvement of core members’ wellbeing, isolation and loneliness
5. Restoration and Stability – Positive changes in core members’ lives, including
employment and hobbies
6. Sustainability – Continuing to provide circles in the future and increasing skills
in the community

At this interim report stage, data are still being collected for the majority of circles, and
only a few circles have collected data at all three reviews. As such, findings in this report
are only preliminary, and analyses will be repeated in the final report with a more
complete data set enabling more robust statistical testing. Those circles which have
completed will inevitably be different to those in progress, so the averages will be limited
in their ability to show changes over time. Instead, we have looked at average scores at
different time points for all data available, which makes an assumption circles are to
some extent, similar to each other; and that variations at each time point are normally
distributed.
At this early stage, the evidence from a range of questionnaires from a range of
stakeholders, appears to show that circles are having primarily positive effects.
Outcomes are lower on average at the end of circles compared to the middle and start of
circles. Furthermore, many circles are reporting positive changes between Reviews,
suggesting a wide range of improved outcomes at an individual level.
It appears that, for some measures, there is a spike in risk scores at mid-circle, however
it is still unclear why this might be. One hypothesis might be that reporting becomes
more accurate at this time as the circle gets to know the core member. We will see
whether this effect persists in the final report.
The scales that were used to measure dynamic risk appear to work well together, and
this evaluation has showed correlation between several measures. Encouragingly, the
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correlation between DRRs and Coordinator questionnaires provides validation for the
volunteers scoring via DRRs and also support the use of this new coordinator
questionnaire, which was designed for this evaluation. We recommend that this tool
continue to be used, and suggest that other circle providers may benefit from its use as
well.
The UCLA loneliness tool (short version) also proved useful, and our evaluation has
shown that this correlates significantly with various other outcome scores, highlighting
how loneliness as a factor may be a key component in the various other measures of
dynamic risk.
Social support and wellbeing both appear to be improved on average at the end of
circles, however we will be able to further explore this as additional circles complete their
data collection. There were also correlations between social support and wellbeing
scores, suggesting that these two go hand in hand for core members, and reinforcing
circles’ focus on these concepts.
Another interesting finding was the scoring of self-reported risk. Although there may be
scepticism of the concept of asking ex-offenders to report in their own dynamic risk, the
means by which we have achieved his are relatively robust; splitting dynamic risk into
simpler, indirect questions where answers are more likely to be accurate. In fact, on
average, core members rated their risk higher than volunteers and coordinators. This
may be, in part, due to the internal nature of several risk factors (such as loneliness and
wellbeing), where self-report may be more accurate. Although there are concerns about
how accurate self-reported measures can be (e.g. Fan et al., 2006), in the context of
circle reporting we do not think this to be the case. Furthermore, the same criticisms of
self-report would apply to observation in this case – i.e. if a core member does not tell
the truth on their self-reported questionnaire, they would might also be untruthful to
volunteers about the same concepts. In light of the evidence, the self-reported measures
appear to be a valuable additional form of evidence for understanding how circles are
impacting on risk of reoffending.
In the absence of a control group and further longitudinal data, it is difficult to say
whether the differences in average outcomes represents positive effects of circles;
however, the emerging evidence from qualitative questions suggests that coordinators,
volunteers and core members all believe that circles are influencing the positive changes
in outcomes for many CMs. There is some assumption present in this, but the early
evidence suggests that circles have been, in part, responsible for improving outcomes for
factors known to relate to reoffending.
In terms of the pilot circles, there is clear evidence that these are underway, and that
early evidence is showing positive effects. We have seen data from eight ID circles, ten
prison circles and fourteen young person circles to date. There is evidence of certain
adaptations occurring in each type of circle, where the support is being tailored for
different populations. For prison circles, the support for ex-offenders as they transition
back into the community has been highlighted. Young person circles appear to be having
impacts on education and also on young person confidence. And ID circles have made
positive differences in the development of relationships. Across all circles, the central
focus on controlling thoughts and actions remains present, and the majority of circles
appear to be making positive differences here.
Some challenges have been highlighted, such as difficulties with ending the circle. For
some, circles appear to end before the core member is ready, or when the circle or
coordinator believe that there could be further benefit in continuing. In a small number
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of circles, the circle ended for less positive reasons, such as the core member stopping
the circle, disengaging, or moving away.
In terms of the volunteers, CSW appears to have developed a valuable community asset.
Many volunteers report using their skills outside of circles, wanting to volunteer again,
and recommending volunteering to others. The training by CSW was almost entirely met
with positive feedback, as was the support that coordinators provided for volunteers. As
a conservative estimate, across just the 52 circles that we have data for, if only three
volunteers attended a weekly session with each core member, this would equate to over
eight thousand volunteering hours over the course of a year, not to mention the
additional economic benefits in training and experience of working with this population of
ex-offenders.
In summary, the methodology used in this evaluation has been ambitious, developing a
relatively complex approach which takes evidence from the various stakeholders who
make up a circle. But, given the holistic nature of CoSA, this is entirely appropriate in
the way it acknowledges the many key people that are part of the rehabilitation process.
This has only been possible due to the commitment of CSW to developing an evaluation
framework and collecting detailed evidence from all of their circles. However the benefits
of this work are beginning to pay off. Although data collection is still ongoing, the
emerging findings show that circles are having a positive effect on core members,
improving outcomes and reducing scores for a variety of risk factors.

Next steps
For this evaluation, the next steps are as follows:


Continued data collection, processing and analysis – We will update these
analyses in the final report, enabling us to answer the research questions with the
best available evidence and using data which represents changes in average
scores across all three reviews for all circles.



Interviewing – We will undertake further qualitative analysis of the process of
implementing pilot circles, speaking to key stakeholders and investigating the
challenges to establishing these new approaches.



Further outcomes evaluation - We will explore the available risk data in
relation to the questionnaires used and any data collected by circles related to
criminological outcomes.

Several areas for future research have also been identified in these analyses. Ideally,
this evaluation will support future research in the sector, and provide a model for
capturing data from multiple stakeholders involved in circles. Given the use of validated
tools (e.g. for loneliness and wellbeing) the dataset being collected by CSW might begin
to form a valuable research resource for the future study of reoffending, and the tools
we have developed might support additional research in other providers of CoSA
nationally and internationally.
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Case study: Circle A
Circle A is a standard circle where all 3 reviews have been completed. Overall, the core
member, volunteers, and coordinators paint a picture of a successful circle, which taught
the core member valuable skills, encouraging responsibility and problem solving.
Although there were still elements of concern at the end of the circle, steady progress
was made. When reflecting at the final review, the core member commented that “group
members got on well”, there was an “easy atmosphere” and through the circle he “built
basic skills”.
For Circle A the overall risk score for the core member, compiled of all numeric risk
scores across all questionnaires, reduced over time – an overall decrease of 15% by the
end of the circle.
Review

Data
items

Mean risk
score

1

72

45.27

2

87

38.90

3

87

29.34

When breaking these scores down by individual questionnaire, as in the risk radar below,
risk scores actually appear to remain static on several measures (wellbeing, social
support, self-rated risk) but reduce in others (loneliness, DRR and coordinator). In fact,
the core member seems to be rating their own dynamic risk as less improved than
volunteers and the coordinator.
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When viewing questions by category, some key areas such as general risk,
community integration and relationship with circle, see a steady decrease in risk
between Reviews 1 and 2, and 3. Other areas such as hobbies and activities and
isolation see little change between the first 2 reviews and a reduction in risk at Review
3. An exception to this is family relationships where risk increases at Review 3,
suggesting some difficulties here as the circle was ending.

To investigate these initial findings further, we will explore the questionnaires in more
detail below.

DRR and coordinator
The responses on the DRR and coordinator questionnaire for Circle A complement each
other and reflect the overall correlation described in the main report. Both identify a
progressive decrease in risk over time.
Across reviews, the core member’s recorded risk decreased; however looking at
comments it appears volunteers are unsure whether the core member would share if he
were still struggling:
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No evidence [CM is struggling with problematic sexual thoughts] but
volunteers not convinced that he would share this information.
- Coordinator

Considering questions around A’s wellbeing and relationships, comments across the
life of the circle suggest increased comfort and openness from the core member,
accompanied by increasing self-esteem and interest in activities and socialising.

Initially adamant that he didn't want/need friendships, CM now says
that he'd like to make friends.
– CSW volunteer

Though potential barriers to this were noted:

[Volunteers] feel that CM not interested / confident enough to try to
establish relationships outside the Circle.
– CSW volunteer

Overall, volunteers and the coordinator felt the core member’s self-esteem and
emotional loneliness had improved by the end of the circle, though with some remaining
elements of concern:

CM has responded well to Circle efforts to make him comfortable in a
social environment. Limited display of emotions.
– CSW volunteer

CM overcame his initial reluctance to remain in social isolation and,
over the life of the Circle, has become fully engaged and has
demonstrated a positive change in outlook and ability to socialise more
broadly. He has a much more positive view of others and has lost his
default position of resentment.
– Coordinator

In many areas, the core member’s risk was recorded as 0 across all reviews. Areas
where the CM was initially seen as high risk (e.g. feelings of emotional loneliness),
reduce considerably across the duration of the circle, highlighted by the quotes above.
Comments also suggest a degree of increased responsibility as the circle progresses. For
example, in Review 2, the coordinator wrote “CM shows little empathy so his main selfInterim evaluation report: Circles South West | 61

control relates to not wanting to return to prison” in response to a question about
coping with negative thoughts/feelings; however by Review 3 noted “CM is now
able to see the risk and harm of his previous offending behaviour”.

Core Member self-report
Initially, the core member’s ratings suggested some concern around the degree to which
he trusted and felt positively towards circle members. However, ratings improved as the
circle became more established, noting he “valued contact”.

[I have a] positive, easy going interaction with other circle members. I
feel comfortable interacting with the others.
– Core member

As observed in the overall average scores, most self-report ratings from this core
member remained stable across duration of the circle. While there were some slight
drops in the self-reported wellbeing questions, this is not reflected in the comments, and
the core member spoke positively about his progress overall. It should also be noted
that the core member rated himself as fairly low risk from the beginning.
By the end of the circle, the core member had a stable housing situation and was
involved in paid/voluntary work, noting that the circle had helped him with “possible job
opportunities”.
At his final review, he described learning to:

Stop and think, consider consequences, consider others, impact and
feelings, analyse problems, look for positive outcomes.
- Core member

Summary
This circle appears to have made positive progress with a core member who may initially
have been somewhat resistant to change. The relatively small changes in self-reported
scores might represent a reluctance to rate themselves negatively to begin with, rather
than no changes being made. The progress reported by the volunteers and coordinator
highlight positive changes in social outcomes, including developing relationships outside
of the circle. Accordingly, self-rated loneliness scores fell by review 3. Importantly, there
also seems to be progress made in terms of accountability for actions and a positive
change in attitude.
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Key performance indicators – summary tables
Average normalised scores across tools / questionnaires
Average normalised scores (0 = lowest risk; 100 = highest risk)

Start of Circle

Mid-Circle

End of Circle

Average
improvement
(start to end)

33.4
52.1
35.4
36.8
42.1
37.4
NA
38.4

36.8
33.9
32.5
34.8
20.5
27.2
NA
31.5

31.7
25.8
21.8
23.6
37.6
29.4
16.5
25.3

1.7
26.3
13.7
13.2
4.5
8.0
NA
13.1

Tool / questionnaire

Self-reported
Coordinator
DRR score
Loneliness
Parents / Carers
Social support
Volunteer
Mental wellbeing

Number of Circles reporting
improved outcomes*
Between start
and middle

Between
middle and end

6
15
9
7
4
11
0
0

6
11
6
6
1
3
0
0

* Not all Circles in this dataset have completed, therefore data aren’t available for all three Review points. Improved outcomes are
therefore counted when data are available for two consecutive reviews, and where average score across all questions in this tool /
questionnaire reduce. This gives a topline figure of where improvements have been made overall, as judged by the stakeholders
answering questions.

Average normalised scores across key outcome indicators / risk categories

Average normalised scores (0 = lowest risk; 100 = highest risk)
Indicator / risk category

Average
improvement (start
to end)

Number of Circles reporting
improved outcomes*
Between
start and
middle

Between
middle and
end

1.6

0

0

24.9

18.4

21

6

49.6

37.8

21.2

12

7

56.7

39.2

45.9

10.8

14

4

42.9

43.9

21.4

21.4

1

4

Family relationships

40.4

35.3

31.0

9.3

8

5

General risk

45.4

31.0

36.0

9.4

20

7

Hobbies activities

53.2

46.4

32.6

20.7

15

8

Isolation

44.6

35.7

25.3

19.3

17

8

Managing thoughts behaviour

31.5

24.1

16.6

14.9

18

10

Other relationships

40.3

32.5

33.7

6.6

19

5

Relationship circle

24.2

15.9

10.9

13.3

14

10

NA

NA

12.0

NA

0

0

44.2

31.3

24.1

20.0

25

9

Start of Circle

Mid-Circle

End of Circle

Accommodation

18.3

18.7

16.7

Careful decisions

43.2

29.9

Community integration

59.1

Education training
Employment

Volunteering quality
Wellbeing

* Not all Circles in this dataset have completed, therefore data aren’t available for all three Review points. Improved outcomes are
therefore counted when data are available for two consecutive reviews, and where average score across all questions in this set reduce.
This gives a topline figure of where improvements have been made overall, as judged by the multiple stakeholders answering questions.
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Approved by: Dr Sima Sandhu on behalf of the National Research Committee
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Detailed evaluation framework

Theme

Sub-themes

Indicators
Number of volunteers available

Volunteering
Ability to meet demand for Circles
Number of referrals

Capacity
Referrals and
selection

Conversion rate of referrals to Circles
Referral network and relationship with statutory
partners

Circle attendance

CMs attendance at Circle meetings (%)
CM reports positive relationship with Circle

Relationship &
Accountability

Relationship with
Circle

Circle members assess relationship with CM as
positive / constructive
Feels responsible to the Circle

Accountability
Expresses accountability to Circle and community
Demonstrates reckless behaviour?
Has hostile feelings / outbursts?
Problem solving ability
Careful decisions
Relapse prevention strategies
Examples of careful decision making
Self-reported strategies
Control
Expression of sexual interest to children
Inappropriate amount of interest in sex
Managing sexual
thoughts

Sexualised attitudes to children
Hostile views to women
Emotional identification with children
Self-reported control of thoughts
Any feelings of low self-esteem

Support

Wellbeing

Self-reported wellbeing
Powerlessness / hopelessness
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Showing signs of loneliness
Isolation
Self-reported isolation
Is CM currently engaged in training / education?
Education training
How has this affected social ties / isolation?
CM is in employment
Employment
Has CM undertaken volunteering?
Has CM engaged in safe activities?
Safe social
activities / hobbies

What are they, how do they affect interactions with
others
Stable emotional relationships outside Circle

Restoration
and Stability

Interpersonal
relationships

Inadequacy in relationships
Self-rated emotional social support
Self-reported interpersonal relationships
What is relationship with family?

Family relationships
Any improvements to family relationships?
Suitable accommodation
Accommodation
Stability in accommodation
Community
integration

Expresses accountability to Circle and community

Continued longterm effects

Long-term reduction in criminological outcomes in
CMs that is due to their Circle
Repeat volunteering (more than 1 Circle)
Volunteers gaining transferrable skills

Volunteer legacy
Positive volunteer experience

Sustainability

Increase in number of volunteers
Circles SW stability
/ growth

Continued support and funding
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Question mapping by risk category and tool
Question mapping – which questions / data items make up the risk category indicator scores

Indicator / risk
category

Total
number
of
questions
for this
category

Accommodation

3

Careful
decisions
Community
integration
Education
training
Employment
Family
relationships
General risk
Hobbies
activities
Isolation
Managing
thoughts
behaviour
Other
relationships
Relationship
circle
Volunteering
quality
Wellbeing

Number of questions from each questionnaire mapping onto each indicator / category
CM prisons

CM Standard
and IDs

CM Young
people

Coordinators

16

1

1

1

1

12

3

3

3

2

10

2

1

2

2

DRR
IDs

2

DRR IDs
(version
2)

2

DRR Prison

DRR Standard

DRR Young
people

1

1

1

3

3

1

2

2

2

1

1

1

4
42

1

1
3

4

1

1

5

5

5

5

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

SWE
Mental
wellbeing

1

2

5

2

1

1

3

2

6

6

3

1

5

2

2

2

1

2

2

1

6

1
1
2

10
8

MOS
social
support

2

1

14
10

UCLA
loneliness

1

21
10

Volunteers

1

1
9

Parents
/
Carers

10
2

1

2

2

1
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